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Jim is a partner in the Dallas office of Barnes & Thornburg LLP. As a tax

attorney in the firm’s Corporate Department, Mr. Browne advises clients

on the U.S. income tax aspects of domestic and international business

transactions and matters involving federal, state, and foreign taxes. With
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services.
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nationally prominent law firm.

He earned his law degree from Vanderbilt University (1981) and his

undergraduate degree in business administration from the University of

Michigan (1978). He is a licensed lawyer and certified public accountant

in Texas.

With more than 700 attorneys and other legal professionals, Barnes & Thornburg LLP is one of the largest law firms in the
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Today’s Presenters

• Lawrence Pon
– Lawrence Pon is a Certified Public Accountant, Personal 

Financial Specialist, Certified Financial Planner, Enrolled 
Agent, United States Tax Court Practitioner, and Accredited 
Estate Planner in Redwood Shores, CA

– Mr. Pon has been in practice since 1986 and speaks regularly 
to tax professionals on the latest tax planning and 
preparation topics.

– Mr. Pon received his BS in Business Administration from UC 
Berkeley and MS in Taxation from Golden Gate University in 
San Francisco
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Topics

• Background: FICA, SET and NIIT

• Self-Employment Tax on S Corporation Shareholders

• Self-Employment Tax on LLC Members

• Planning Traps and Opportunities

• Possible Legislative Changes

Note on nomenclature:  References in this presentation to an “LLC” refer to a limited 
liability company that has two or more members and is classified as a partnership for 
federal income tax purposes, unless the text or context indicates otherwise.
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Background: FICA, SET and NIIT
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FICA and SET Basics

• FICA tax on employee wages
• 15.3% on base amount ($147,000 for 2022; indexed)
– 12.4% old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (social security)
– 2.9% hospital insurance (Medicare)
– Paid ½ by employer and ½ by employee

• 2.9% on excess (no social security tax on excess)
• Additional 0.9% tax (employee only) on excess wages of 

high-income individuals

FICA = Federal Insurance Contributions Act
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FICA and SET Basics

• SET on net earnings from self-employment
• 15.3% on base amount ($147,000 for 2022; indexed)
– 12.4% old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (social security)
– 2.9% hospital insurance (Medicare)
– Base amount includes any wages received

• 2.9% on excess (no social security tax on excess)
• Additional 0.9% tax on excess earnings of high-income 

individuals
• SET is imposed on 92.35% of net earnings, and ½ of SET is 

deductible for income tax purposes (to account for the 
exclusion of the employer portion of FICA tax from the FICA 
tax base and the income tax base, respectively)

• No loss carryovers

SET = self-employment tax ; SECA = Self-Employment Contributions Act
11



FICA and SET Basics

• Additional 0.9% tax on high-income individuals
– Applies to individuals that have combined wages and self-

employment income in excess of:
– $250,000 joint
– $125,000 separate
– $200,000 individual and other
– None of these thresholds is indexed

– Applies only to the combined wages and self-employment 
income in excess of the thresholds

– Does not apply to corporations, estates and trusts
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FICA and SET Basics

• Illustrative tax rates (current law)
– FICA tax on employee wages – individual filing single

– SET on self-employment income – individual filing single
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Wages Employer Employee Combined

$0 to $147,000 7.65% 7.65% 15.3%

$147,001 to $200,000 1.45% 1.45% 2.9%

$200,001 and above 1.45% 2.35% 3.8%

Earnings Tax Rate

$0 to $147,000 15.3%

$147,001 to $200,000 2.9%

$200,001 and above 3.8%



Self Employment Tax Example

• Sally’s net business income is $100,000
• Schedule SE – Self Employment Tax
– $100,000 X .9235 = $92,350
– 15.3% X 92,350 = $14,130 self employment tax

• Schedule 1
– Part II – Adjustments to Income
• Line 14 – Deductible part of self-employment tax
– $14,130/2 = $7,065

• Line 15 – Self employed SEP, SIMPLE, and qualified plans
• Line 16 – Self-employed health insurance deduction
– Not claim on Schedule A

– §199A Qualified Business Income Deduction
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SET on Flow-Through Entity Income

• General rule:  SET is imposed on an individual’s 
“distributive share [income] from any trade or 
business carried on by a partnership of which he is a 
member”  Sec. 1402(a)

• S corporation exclusion:  Distributive share income 
from an S corporation is not subject to SET

• Limited partner exception:  Distributive share income 
“of a limited partner, as such,” other than guaranteed 
payments for services, is excluded  Sec. 1402(a)(13)
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Hardy v. Commissioner

• Plastic surgeon’s share of LLC income not subject to 
self-employment tax
– Tax Court considered the self-employment tax consequences 

of a plastic surgeon’s share of income earned through his 
investment in an LLC that owned and operated a surgery 
center.

– Taxpayer successfully argued that his share was more like 
passive income and was not subject to SE tax.
• No meaningful non-surgery related service responsibilities 

with the surgery center
– No day to day responsibilities
– Not involved with hiring or firing decisions

– TC Memo 2017-16
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Fleischer v. Commissioner

• Financial consultant fails to avoid self-employment tax 
with S corporation structure
– Licensed financial consultant set up S corporation
– Entered into an employment agreement with the S 

corporation
– Paid salary as a financial advisor
• Reported on W2
• Paid FICA and Medicare taxes
– Salary = $35,000

– Individually, had contracts with Mass Mutual and LPL
• Income reported on 1099

– S-corp income = $150,000
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Fleischer v. Commissioner

• Fleischer testified that he individually entered into the 
contracts because it would have been too costly and 
perhaps impermissible for his S corporation to 
become licensed and registered under federal 
securities laws

• IRS disregarded the S corporation
– Treated Fleischer as individually earning the commission 

income
– Generating sizable SE tax liability

• Tax Court agreed with IRS
– Lack of contracts between Mass Mutual and LPL with S corp

• TC Memo 2016-238
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Net Investment Income Tax

• Avoiding SET and NIIT

– Planning that eliminates or mitigates SET on distributive 
share income from a partnership or S corporation (a “flow-
through entity”) is pointless if the distributive share income
then becomes subject to net investment income tax (“NIIT”)

– Effective planning requires that both SET and NIIT be 
eliminated
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Net Investment Income Tax

• 3.8% of net investment income

• Only applies to high-income taxpayers
– Individuals: same thresholds as for FICA/SET additional tax 

($250,000 joint, $125,000 separate, $200,000 others)
– Domestic trusts and estates: highest tax bracket taxpayers 

($13,450 for 2022)

• Exempt: corporations, nonresident aliens, foreign 
trusts, and tax-exempt or charitable trusts
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Net Investment Income Tax

• Net investment income does not include:

– Income subject to SET

– Income derived from an Active Non-Trading Business*

• Active means not a passive activity 

– The taxpayer materially participates in the business

– Otherwise not income derived from a passive activity

• Non-Trading means the business is other than trading in 
financial instruments or commodities 

*Note: this term is not used in the statute or regulations
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Avoiding SET and NIIT

• Distributive share income of an S corporation 
shareholder that materially participates in the S 
corporation’s Non-Trading business is exempt from 
SET and from NIIT

• Distributive share income of an LLC member that 
materially participates in the LLC’s Non-Trading 
business may be exempt from SET and from NIIT

• The owner must receive reasonable compensation for 
services rendered to or for the flow-through entity
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Self-Employment Tax on S Corporation 
Shareholders
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SET on S Corporation Shareholders

• Distributive share income of an S corporation 
shareholder is

– Exempt from SET if the shareholder receives reasonable 
compensation for services actually rendered by the 
shareholder to or on behalf of the S corporation

– Exempt from NIIT if –
• The shareholder materially participates in the business (or 

the distributive share income is otherwise not income from 
a passive activity); and

• The corporation is not engaged in a Trading business
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SET on S Corporation Shareholders

• Reasonable compensation 
– C corporations
• IRS may take the position that high compensation are 

disguised dividends
– S corporations
• Corporate distributions are actually disguised salaries
• Penalties
– Late deposits one to five days late = 2% penalty
– Late deposits six to fifteen days late = 5% penalty
– Late deposits more than sixteen days late = 10% penalty
– If receive notice and pay within 10 days = 10% penalty
– If receive notice and pay after 10 days = 15% penalty
– Maximum late penalty = 25%
– If don’t withhold, penalty can be up to 100%
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Reasonable Compensation

• IRS has used executive compensation surveys
• Tax Court has rejected survey data
– Used averages instead of mean, median, or mode measure
– Did not take into account geographical considerations
– Not based on statistically reliable method
• Small surveys
• IRS used flawed surveys

– Expert did not apply independent expertise
– Not specific to industry
– Tax Court said that statistical surveys can be useful, but not 

determinative
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Reasonable Compensation

• Judicial Factor Test
– Role of Employee/Shareholder
• Hours worked
• Significant duties

– Character and Condition of the Corporation
– Internal Consistencies in Establishing Compensation Levels
– Comparison of Compensation Levels to those of Similar 

Employees in Similar Businesses
– Conflicts of Interest in Setting Compensation Levels
• Perspective of a “hypothetical independent investor”
– Reasonable return on equity
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IRS Fact Sheet 2008-25

• IRS’ Small Business/Self-Employed Topic on S 
Corporation Compensation and Medical Insurance 
Issues

• Factors:
– Employee qualifications
– The nature, extent, and scope of the employee’s work
– The size and complexity of the business
– Prevailing general economic conditions
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IRS Fact Sheet 2008-25

– The employee’s compensation as a percentage of gross and 
net income

– The employee-shareholder’s compensation compared with 
distributions to shareholders

– The employee-shareholder’s compensation compared with 
that to non-shareholder employees or paid in prior years

– Prevailing rates of compensation for comparable positions in 
comparable concerns

– Comparison of compensation paid to a particular 
shareholder-employee in previous years where the 
corporation has a limited number of officers
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Watson v. Commissioner

• Watson, CPA and sole shareholder/employee of S 
corporation
– W2 = $24,000 for 2002 and 2003
– K1 = $375,000
– Court upheld district court’s determination that annual 

reasonable compensation was $93,000
– IRS turned to MAP survey by the AICPA specific to the Iowa 

Society of CPAs
• 20 years of experience
• Advanced degree
• Number of hours per week

• Watson, 107 AFTR 2d 2011-305 (DC LA 12/12/10)
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Sean McAlary Ltd, Inc.

• Taxpayer single-handedly ran his S corporation’s real 
estate business
– Pay $24,000 base salary plus bonuses for agents recruited by 

him
– IRS says compensation should be $100,755 based upon an 

hourly rate of $48.44/hr.
• Based upon the median wage for real estate brokers in 

southern California
– Tax Court did not agree with either amount
• Ignored base pay agreement because it was not arms 

length
• Added general market conditions and taxpayer’s limited 

experience, settled on $83,200 based upon a $40/hr rate
• TC Summary Opinion 2013-62
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S Corp Dividends vs. Compensation

• Spicer Account Inc. v US (1990, CA9) 66 AFTR 2d 90-
5806
– Payments made to S corp shareholders were salary and not 

dividends
– Shareholders generated all income
– Corp had no reasonable basis for not treating shareholders 

as employees

• Dunn & Clark, PA v Comm (1994, DC ID) 73 AFTR 2d 
94-1860
– Home construction company’s payments to President and 

Vice President were wages
– Performed substantial services and management functions
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S Corp Dividends vs. Compensation

• J. Michael Joly (1998) TC Memo 1998-361
– CPA who provided services through S Corp
• Salary was unreasonably low
• Exceedingly qualified accountant with advanced degrees and 20 

years experience
• Top earner in reputable and highly successful firm
• Salary was low compared to similarly situated accounting 

professionals
– David Watson PC v US (2010 DC IA) 107 AFTR 2d 2011-311
• Another CPA case

– Glass Blocks Unlimited (2013) TC Memo 2013-180
• IRS employment tax determination that payments to 

President/Sole shareholder/Sole fulltime employee were wages, 
not dividends upheld

• Payments were remuneration for services rendered
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Non-wage Income from S Corp

• Renting portion of shareholder’s home to S 
corporation
– Office space
– Storage
– Valid lease with FMV rental payment
– Rental income reported on shareholder’s 1040, Schedule E
• Claim rental expenses
– Mortgage
– Property taxes
– Insurance
– Maintenance, repairs, supplies, etc.

• Fringe Benefits
• Retirement Plans
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Disadvantages of S Corporation Status

• Imposition of corporate-level IRC §1374 built-in gains 
tax following conversion from C to S status

• S election by a C corporation using LIFO inventory 
method triggers recapture of the excess FIFO over 
LIFO inventory values

• Deduction of flow-through losses by shareholders 
limited by:
– Insufficient tax basis in stock and direct loans to the 

corporation
– No basis for third-party loans to the entity as with a 

partnership
– Application of IRC §465 at-risk rules
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Disadvantages of S Corporation Status

• Flow-through losses and credits at shareholder level 
may be limited by IRC §469 passive activity loss rules
– Lack of material participation by shareholder, or
– Rental activity limitations

• Eligibility criteria for S status may be a barrier or 
result in unintended termination
– 100 shareholder limit
– Single class of stock
– Ineligible shareholders

• Nontaxable fringe benefits are curtailed for 2% 
shareholders

• Generally calendar year must be used
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Disadvantages of S Corporation Status

• Top individual tax bracket = 37%
– Top C corp rate = 21%

• No corporate dividends received deduction
• Taxation of income to shareholders may not match 

cash flow to shareholders
• No special allocations
• Inability to distribute appreciated assets to owners 

without gain recognition
– Unlike partnerships and proprietorships

• Does not qualify for IRC §1202 full or partial qualified 
small business stock (QSBS) gain exclusion
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IRS Audits

• S corporation basis campaign
– Issue-based examinations
– Soft letters encouraging voluntary self-correction
– Conducting stakeholder outreach
– Create a new form for shareholders to assist in properly 

computing their basis

• Unreasonable compensation audits
– Use the correct business activity code
– No officers identified
– Confirm percentage of time devoted to business
– Be consistent with individual return
– Keep written logs
– Minimize loans with company
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TIGTA Exposes IRS Shortcomings in Monitoring S 

corporation Officers’ Compensation

• Audit Report No. 2021-30-042
• Less than 1% of all S corporations selected for 

examination
– Half of revenue agents do not evaluate officer’s 

compensation even when single-shareholder owners may 
not have reported officer’s compensation
• Taken tax-free distributions in lieu of compensation

– 2016-2018: Identified 266,095 returns with profits greater 
than $100,000, single shareholder, and no officers comp
• 151 S corps had nonresident alien shareholders
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Bell Capital Mgmt v. Comm

• TC Memo 2021-74
• Tax Court held that S corporation was liable for 

unpaid employment taxes related to wages paid to 
the sole shareholder

• Ron Bell formed Bell Capital Mgmt (BCM) to provide 
investment services to individuals and their financial 
planners.

• Mr. Bell was sole owner and director
• BCM participated in “offshore employee leasing 

transactions” (OEL) where BCM contracted Bell’s 
services through offshore entities.
– Fees deducted as professional fees
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Bell Capital Mgmt v. Comm

• Deducted $8.98 million in payments
• No wages reported on payroll filings
• In 2009, Bell went to Tax Court related to the OEL 

transactions
– Foxworthy v. Commissioner
– TC held OEL transactions lacked economic substance
– Bell provided services for BCM for all years at issue
– OEL was a way to conceal money transferred to Bell and 

were received by Bell.
• Bell fraudulently underpaid his income for the years at 

issue
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Bell Capital Mgmt v. Comm

• Bell passed away in 2012 and stock transferred to 
spouse.

• Determined that BCM was Bell’s employer
– Duty of the employer to collect, account for, and withhold 

the employee’s and employer’s FICA taxes and to withhold 
income tax

– §3121(d)(1) – officers of corporations are statutory 
employees

– BCM’s payroll filings were fraudulently filed because its 
officers intentionally omitted payments made for Bell’s 
benefit with the specific purpose to evade tax
• The usual three year statute of limitations does not apply 

due to fraud
• BCM also liable for fraud penalty
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S Corp Required to Treat Sole Officer and 

Shareholder as Employee

• Ward, TC Memo 2021-32
• A S corporation’s officer was an employee for payroll 

tax purposes and employer was not eligible for §530 
relief

• Law practice shareholder sole officer of corporation
• Relief for §530 relief not applicable because the S 

corporation had no reasonable basis for treating the 
officer as anything other than an employee
– The Code is clear that officers are employees
• By filing Form 941, the firm showed it was aware that it had 

to pay employment taxes on wages
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Second Class of Stock Created by LLC Operating 

Agreement

• PLR 202110010
• LLC elected S corporation status
• Provisions of the LLC operating agreement created a 

second class of stock?
– Included partnership provisions that applied irrespective of 

whether the entity was a partnership or S corporation
• For example, liquidating distributions in accordance with 

§1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(b)(2)
• IRS concluded this creates a second class of stock

• Relief under §1.362(f) through PLR process for an 
inadvertent invalid S corp election or inadvertent 
termination
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Advantages of S Corporation Status

• No double taxation
• Flow-through to shareholders
• No Personal Holding Company or Accumulated 

Earnings Taxes
• Ability to reduce payroll taxes
• Ability to use the cash method of accounting
– Accrual method if required to maintain inventory

• Tax-free withdrawals of equity to extent of basis
• Possible ordinary loss treatment for stock losses
• Qualified business income deduction – IRC §199A
– Paying shareholder wages may increase QBI deduction
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Quantifying the Benefits

• How much SET is saved using an S corporation?
– If the S corporation has a loss (after payment of reasonable 

shareholder wages), SET savings = zero, and the shareholders 
may be worse off by the amount of employment taxes (and 
possibly income taxes) imposed on the shareholders’ wages

– If the S corporation increases shareholder wages to maximize 
contributions to qualified benefit plans, that mitigates any 
SET savings

– Even if the S corporation has substantial positive net income 
after wages, the SET savings are relatively modest (~2.5% to 
3.0% of net income on an after-tax basis)

– The SET savings of an S corporation may be even less 
meaningful if they can be duplicated using an LLC
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S Corporation Summary

• An S corporation election is effective in 
avoiding SET (and NIIT) on distributive share income 
of an Active Non-Trading Business, BUT

– Consider the disadvantages of S corporation status

– Quantify the likely SET savings

• In most cases, the SET savings, if any, will not justify 
the disadvantages of S corporation status, particularly 
if the SET savings can be duplicated using an LLC
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C Corporation Considerations

• This program focuses on SET (and NIIT) on distributive share 
income from a flow-through entity, and does not address the 
pros and cons of a C corporation versus a flow-through entity

• If the business can be operated through a C corporation the 
stock of which qualifies as “qualified small business stock” 
under Section 1202 (exclusion of gain on sale, up to the greater 
of $10 million or 10x the investment), a C corporation may be 
preferred to a flow-through entity

• A discussion of C corporation considerations and Section 1202 
is beyond the scope of this presentation

– See Browne, Choice Of Entity For A Startup Business After Tax Reform
(Aug. 2018)
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Self-Employment Tax on LLC Members
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SET on LLC Members

• Issue

– Can an LLC member treat any portion of the member’s 
distributive share of LLC income as exempt from SET under 
the limited partner exception in Section 1402(a)(13)?

– The issue is relevant only for distributive share income from 
an Active Non-Trading Business
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SET on LLC Members

• Historical Context
– Prior to 1977, promoters were marketing passive limited 

partner investments to persons otherwise ineligible for social 
security benefits; the partnerships promised to generate a 
predictable stream of self-employment income eligible for 
social security

– In 1977, Congress amended the Code to curtail this practice 
of “buying” social security benefits, by providing that income 
received by a limited partner “as such” is not self-
employment income
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SET on LLC Members

• The statutory construct - 1402(a)(13)
– Net earnings from self-employment excludes (in addition to 

normal exclusions for rents, dividends, gains, etc.):
– “the distributive share of any item of income or loss of a limited 

partner, as such, 
– “other than guaranteed payments described in section 707(c) to that 

partner for services actually rendered to or on behalf of the 
partnership to the  extent that those payments are established to be  
in the nature of remuneration for those services”

– The statute expressly states that a limited partner 
may provide services to the partnership and still 
have distributive share income excluded from SET

– While the target of the amendment was passive investors, 
the legislative remedy was not limited to such persons
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SET on LLC Members

• 20 years later: the 1997 proposed regulations

– Context

• Harder to identify who is a “limited partner”

– Restrictions on limited partner management activities eroding

– Growing use of alternative forms of tax partnerships with full or 
partial limited liability for managing members (LLCs, LLPs, and LLLPs)

• The tables have turned: SET on earnings exceeds the 
associated social security benefit accruals

– The anti-abuse provision is now a taxpayer benefit

– But the statutory text and legislative intent are unchanged
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SET on LLC Members

• The 1997 proposed regulations

– Definition of a “limited partner”: any individual unless the 
individual satisfies any one of the following tests:
1. Personal liability test.  The individual has personal liability 

as a partner for the partnership’s debts.

2. Authority test.  The individual has authority (under the 
law of the jurisdiction in which the partnership is formed) 
to contract for the partnership.

3. 500-hour test.  The individual participates in the 
partnership's business for more than 500 hours during 
the partnership’s taxable year.

4. Service partner test.  The individual is a service partner in 
a service partnership.
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SET on LLC Members

• The 1997 proposed regulations (con’t)
– Dual status partner.  An individual holding more than one class of 

interest is a limited partner with respect to a class of interest in which (a) 
limited partners (as defined above) own a substantial, continuing interest 
and (b) the individual’s rights are identical to such limited partners’ rights

– Limited participation partner.  An individual holding only one class of 
interest who is not a limited partner solely because he participates in the 
business for >500 hours is a limited partner with respect to the interest if 
(a) and (b) above are true with respect to the class of interest

– These exceptions are intended to exclude from SET amounts that “are 
demonstrably returns on capital invested in the partnership”

– Service Partner.  The exceptions above do not apply to a service partner 
in a service partnership (i.e., health, law, engineering, architecture, 
accounting, actuarial science, consulting); such a partner can never 
qualify as a limited partner
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SET on LLC Members

• Congress responds
– The 1997 proposed regulations sparked a firestorm of criticism; critics 

argued that earnings from self-employment should be limited to the fair 
value of services performed, and should not sweep in all income of the 
business based on arbitrary factors such as the number or hours worked 
or the nature of the business

– Congress promptly passed legislation prohibiting the Treasury from 
finalizing regulations with respect to the definition of limited partner 
under 1402(a)(13) until July 1, 1998

– The Senate bill expressed the Senate’s view that the proposed 
regulations should be withdrawn and that “Congress should determine 
the tax law governing self-employment income”
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SET on LLC Members

• Implications?
– A fair reading of the statute in light of the proposed regulations and 

Congressional action in response to the proposed regulations suggests 
the following legal parameters:

• A limited partner has 

– Limited liability; and

– No management authority

• A person meeting those requirements can perform services for the 
partnership, but must receive reasonable compensation (other than 
distributive share income) for those services

• A person may be both a limited partner and a general partner with 
respect to a partnership
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SET on LLC Members

• Cases and rulings
• Renkemeyer, Campbell & Weaver, LLP v. Comm’r, 136 T.C. 

137 (2011)
– A general partner in a general partnership (law firm) that elected LLP status 

was not entitled to exclude distributive share income from SET under the 
limited partner exception

– Abusive facts: transitory corporate holding company; no partnership 
agreement; failure to allocate income and distributions according to alleged 
sharing ratios; low or no compensation for services

– Mere investor test:  “The intent of section 1402(a)(13) was to [exclude] 
individuals who merely invested in a partnership … The legislative history 
does not support a holding that Congress contemplated 
excluding partners who performed services for a partnership
in their capacity as partners”
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SET on LLC Members

• SET cases and rulings (con’t)
• Riether v. United States, 919 F. Supp. 2d 1140 (D. NM 

2012)
– LLC operates a medical diagnostic imaging business; members receive wages 

and distributive share income from the LLC; no SET on distributive share 
(<$10,000 tax effect)

– Taxpayers assert they can’t be self-employed because they received wages
– No evidence that members lacked management authority, or that wages 

were reasonable compensation for services
– Held: distributive share income is subject to SET because taxpayers were 

effectively general partners

» “Plaintiffs are not members of a limited partnership, nor do they resemble 
limited partners, which are those who ‘lack management powers but 
enjoy immunity from liability for debts of the partnership.’ [Renkemeyer] 
Thus, whether Plaintiffs were active or passive in the production of the 
LLC's earnings, those earnings were self-employment income.”
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SET on LLC Members

• SET cases and rulings (con’t)
• Howell v. Comm’r, T.C. Memo 2012-303
– Medical technology company (LLC) formed by W and B; H (W’s 

spouse) managed the business with B; LLC paid guaranteed 
payments to H, B, W and others, leaving only small amounts of 
distributive share income for W and B

– No SET paid on guaranteed payments
– H&W “appear to contend” that W was a limited partner not active in 

the business and her guaranteed payments were either limited 
partner distributive share income or not payments for services

– Held:
» Taxpayers are bound by their tax reporting (guaranteed payment)
» W performed some services for the LLC, but failed to prove what 

portion of the guaranteed payments were for services
» Notably, no SET imposed on distributive share income
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SET on LLC Members

• SET cases and rulings (con’t)
• CCA 201436049 (May 20, 2014)
– Investment fund management company organized as an LLC; 

members were paid a salary, a guaranteed payment for parking and 
health benefits, and a distributive share; no SET on distributive share

– Members contributed varying amounts of capital to the LLC
– Held: entire distributive share income is subject to SET because the 

income “is not income which is basically of an investment nature of 
the sort that Congress sought to exclude from [SET] when it enacted 
the predecessor to §1402(a)(13). Accordingly, [the members] are not 
limited partners within the meaning of §1402(a)(13).”
» No analysis whether the salary and guaranteed payments represented 

reasonable compensation for services

» No analysis whether the distributive share income was attributable to 

capital contributions, employee labor, or other non-service factors
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SET on LLC Members

• SET cases and rulings (con’t)
• Sands v. Comm’r, T.C. No. 5650-15 (Petition filed May 18, 

2015)
– T owned a limited partnership interest in an alternative investment fund 

(SCM LP) having 29+ other limited partners and conducting operations 
through a subsidiary LLC (LLC).  T provided services to LLC for which T 
received $6.5MM in wages.  T also was allocated $18.5MM of income from 
SCM LP.

– IRS asserts a deficiency that T concludes must be SET on the distributive 
share income.  T denies liability based on the limited partner exception:  

“Because the Petitioner received significant compensation for his 
services to [the LLC] the additional income passed through to the 
Petitioner from [SCM LP] satisfies the exclusion permitted under 
Internal Revenue Code Section 1402(a)(13).”

– IRS answer denies all substantive allegations based on lack of information, 
and then the IRS withdraws the deficiency notice.
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SET on LLC Members

• SET cases and rulings (con’t)
– CCA 201640014 (June 15, 2016)
• T/P = franchisee of restaurants operated through an LLC 

(partnership) owned by T/P, his wife, and a family trust; T/P 
was the sole LLC manager

• T/P paid SET on guaranteed payments, but excluded 
distributive share income under the 1402(a)(13) limited 
partner exception

• Relying on Renkemeyer and Reither, the IRS concluded that 
because T/P provided substantial services to the LLC and 
was not a “mere investor,” T/P’s distributive share income 
is not exempt from SET, regardless of whether the income 
is attributable to employee labor or invested capital
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SET on LLC Members

• SET cases and rulings (con’t)
• Hardy v. Comm’r, T.C. Memo 2017-16 (Aug. 19, 2016)
– Doctor performed surgeries at a surgery center owned and operated 

by an LLC (MBJ) in which he owned a LLC member interest.
– Held: 

» Doctor did not materially participate in MBJ solely by virtue of 
using the facility, did not otherwise participate in management of 
MBJ, and did not group MBJ with his medical practice (and could 
not be forced by the IRS to do so, per TAM 201634022).  Therefore, 
MBJ was a passive activity the income from which could be offset 
by passive activity losses.

» Doctor’s distributive share income from MBJ is exempt from SET
“because he received the income in his capacity as an investor.”  
He is not involved in the operations of MBJ as a business.  Patients 
separately pay his fees as a surgeon.
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SET on LLC Members

• SET cases and rulings (con’t)
• Castgliola v. Comm’r, T.C. Memo 2017-62 (Apr. 12, 2017)
– Member-managers of a professional LLC (lawyers) were paid 

reasonable salaries (reported as guaranteed payments) and paid SET 
on the salaries

– Residual income was reported as exempt from SET
– The PLLC members were formerly general partners in a general 

partnership, and no evidence that management rights changed upon 
conversion to a PLLC; the management rights were not equivalent to 
limited partner rights in a limited partnership

– Held: 
» The members’ distributive share income from PLLC is not exempt 

from SET
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SET on LLC Members

• SET cases and rulings (con’t)
– LBI Compliance Campaign Announcement (March 18, 2018)
• “Some individual partners, including service partners in 

service partnerships organized as state-law limited liability 
partnerships, limited partnerships, and limited liability 
companies, have inappropriately claimed to qualify as 
‘limited partners’ not subject to SECA tax.”

– IRS Priority Guidance Plan
• Guidance on the application of §1402(a)(13) to limited 

liability companies. 
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SET on LLC Members

• SET cases and rulings (con’t)
– Joseph v. Comm’r , T.C. Memo 2020-65 (May 19, 2020)

• Doctor (T) performed refractive eye surgery services through a limited 
partnership (GASP) 100% beneficially owned by T

• Held:  T’s distributive share income from GASP is subject to self-
employment tax.

• T failed to prove he was a limited partner with respect to GASP

– “[W]e find no evidence in the record concerning GASP's nontax legal 
status or the nature of petitioner's interest in the entity.”

– “If petitioner means to argue that … [his interest in GASP] is 
sufficiently akin to a limited partner interest to be treated as such for 
purposes of section 1402(a)(13), we disagree.  … Petitioner has not 
established that he was merely a passive investor in GASP.”
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SET on LLC Members

• SET cases and rulings (con’t)
– Duffy v. Comm’r , T.C. Memo 2020-108 (July 13, 2020)
• T and E form an LLC (Impact) to design and manufacture medical 

equipment.  T and E each make a material capital contribution.
• IRS Position:  T cannot offset T’s distributive share loss from Impact 

against T’s guaranteed payments from Impact for self-employment tax 
purposes because the loss is not deductible (due to lack of basis).

• Held:  No offset for 2012 because T failed to prove a distributive share 
loss for 2012.  Offset permitted for 2013 and 2014 because the loss 
was deductible.
– Footnote 16:  If T is considered a limited partner, the distributive share 

losses are subject to the limited partner exception and cannot be offset 
against the guaranteed payments.  Because T served as Impact’s manager, 
and was not “merely a passive investor … who does not actively participate 
in the entity’s business operations … we see no grounds for treating him as a 
limited partner.”
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LLC Summary

• Reporting position: an LLC member’s distributive 
share income from a manager-managed LLC is exempt from 
SET if the member receives reasonable compensation for 
services rendered as a manager

– Consistent with the statute and legislative history

– Consistent with the treatment of S corporations

– Consistent with the litigated cases on their facts

– The “mere investor” test is plainly contrary to the statute, to the IRS’s 
proposed regulations, and to the IRS’s litigating position in Howell

• Greater risk for LLCs having no material assets or employees
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Planning Traps and Opportunities
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Planning Trap #1

• Using an S corporation to avoid SET/NIIT
– The properly determined distributive share income of an S 

corporation engaged in an Active Non-Trading Business is 
unquestionably exempt from both SET and NIIT

– BUT
• The perceived SET/NIIT benefits are often overestimated
• S corporations have significant disadvantages as compared 

to an LLC taxed as a partnership
• A properly structured LLC should provide similar SET/NIIT 

benefits without the disadvantages of S corporation status
• For a highly-profitable business, a C corporation might be a 

preferred choice of entity (if Section 1202 benefits can be 
obtained)
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Planning Trap #2

• S corporation election for an LLC or LP
– Tax preparers or other tax advisors often elect S corporation 

status for an LLC or LP solely to obtain SET and NIIT 
advantages.  This is usually bad advice!
• Same considerations as any S corporation (see prior slide)
• Plus additional potential problems: 
– If the operating agreement provides for special allocations (which is 

common), the entity might not comply with the one class of stock 
requirement, and the entity might be classified as a C corporation!

– Other protective provisions commonly found in the governing 
documents for an S corporation  (e.g., restrictions on transfers of 
stock to ineligible shareholders) may also be absent from the LLC/LP 
operating agreement
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Planning Trap #3

• S corporation blocker
– What if the LLC/LP interests are owned by single member S corps?

– Individuals are employees of LLC or S corp and are paid wages
– Distributive share income flows through S corporations
– NB: Cumbersome and does not eliminate all disadvantages of S 

corporation ownership

Individual A Individual B Individual C

S Corp 1 S Corp 2 S Corp 3

S Corp. S Corp. S Corp.

LLC

Partnership
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Planning Opportunities

• LLC management company structure

– Individuals perform services for LLC as employees of Manager
– Individuals are allocated distributive share income solely in their 

capacities as LLC members having no management rights
– Manager wage payments should count as W-2 Wages under Section 199A

Individual A Individual B Individual C

Manager

S Corp. (or LLC)

Manager-Managed LLC

Partnership

Management
Fees
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Planning Opportunities

• LLC spousal ownership structure

– T’s activities are imputed to S for purposes of testing whether S’s interest 
in LLC is a Passive Activity under the NIIT rules, but apparently are not 
imputed to S for purposes of testing whether S is a limited partner under 
the SET proposed regulations

– S’s distributive share income should be exempt from both NIIT and SET.
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Newco, LLC

(Manager-Managed)

Partnership

Managing
Member
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99%
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Planning Opportunities

• LLC separate class of interest exception

– T holds separate “manager class” and “member class” of interests
– T’s distributive share income from member class should be exempt from 

and SET under the separate class of interest exception in the proposed 
regulations, and exempt from NIIT based on material participation
• Family members avoid NIIT and SET if they are passive and have 

income below the NIIT threshold
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Newco, LLC

(Manager-Managed)

Partnership

Class A
Member

20%
Guaranteed
Payment for

Services

Class A
Member

79%

Class B
Manager
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Planning Opportunities

• Significant participation “sweet spot”
– A high income individual having a non-managing LP/LLC interest in a 

profitable Non-Trading Business can generally avoid SET and NIIT on 
distributive share income if participation in the activity exceeds 100 
hours but is less than 500 hours (i.e., is significant but not material)

• The individual’s distributive share income is exempt from SET (unless 
the individual has management authority or is a service partner in a 
service partnership) [Prop. Reg. 1.1402(a)-2]

• The individual’s distributive share income is exempt from NIIT (either 
because the individual satisfies one of the material participation tests 
or because the income is classified as active income under the income 
recharacterization rules) [Reg. 1.1411-5(b)(2)(i)]
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Planning Opportunities

• Self-charged rent
– Rental income from property used in an activity in which the taxpayer 

materially participates is characterized as Active Non-Trading Business 
income exempt from NIIT

– The fact that the rental expense reduces SET is not considered
– Example

A is a service partner in a service partnership (P) conducting an Active 
Non-Trading Business.  A receives reasonable  compensation for services 
provided and a distributive share  of residual income.  The IRS might 
characterize the residual  income as compensation.  If P’s building is 
owned by a flow-through entity owned by A, rental expense paid by P 
will reduce residual income potentially subject to SET, but rental income 
received by A will be exempt from SET and NIIT.
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Possible Legislative Changes
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Politicians and S corps

• Congressional appetite for “filling the hole” between 
SET and NIIT is likely tempered by the fact that 
members of Congress have often used the “S 
corporation loophole” to avoid SET on book profits

• Some widely publicized examples include
– John Edwards – 2004
– Newt Gingrich – 2012
– Joe Biden – 2017 & 2018
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Reconciliation Bill?

• Rationalize SET and NIIT
– LLC members and LPs who materially participate in the 

partnership business, and S corporation shareholders who 
materially participate in the corporation’s business, are 
subject to SET on distributive share income in excess of a 
threshold amount 
• Generally $400,000, less wage income and less 92.35% of 

regular earnings from self-employment
– For taxpayers with AGI >$400,000, net investment income 

includes business income and gain not subject to SET
– Existing exclusions for rents, dividends, capital gains, and 

retired partner income continue to apply
– Effective for tax years beginning after 12/31/2022
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Reconciliation Bill?

• Rationalize SET and NIIT (con’t)
– The proposal eliminates the gap in SET and NIIT coverage for 

all flow-through entity owners (above the thresholds)
• An owner that materially participates is subject to SET on 

distributive share income above the threshold
• An owner that does not materially participate is subject to 

NIIT on distributive share income if the owner’s adjusted 
gross income exceeds $400,000

– The death of the S corporation?
– Reduces a tax advantage of operating a business as a flow-

through entity relative to a C corporation
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Administration’s FY 2023 Budget

• Carried interests
– A partner’s distributive share income from an “investment 

services partnership interest” (“ISPI”) is ordinary income if 
the partner’s taxable income exceeds $400,000
• ISPI = interest held by a person providing a substantial 

quantity of investment management services with respect 
to partnership specified assets (securities, real estate, 
partnership interests, and commodities)

– Amount characterized as ordinary income is subject to SET
– Existing Section 1061 remains in effect for taxpayers with 

taxable income not in excess of $400,000
– Proposed effective date: taxable years beginning after 2022
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